Category system

Status
● Open

Name
Category system

Feature name and link
Categories

Description
Global category system. Items of different types (wiki pages, articles, tracker items, etc) can be added to one or many categories. Categories can have permissions.

Dev (Bug reports & Feature requests)

Description en français
Descripción en español
Descripció en català

Popular alternatives
Type of feature
Navigation
Setup and admin UI
B
UI end user
B
Stability
B
Feature-set and power
A
Number of permissions
3
Permissions
tiki_p_admin_categories
tiki_p_edit_categories (1.10)
tiki_p_view_categories

Can override global permissions?
yes
Uses wiki syntax
Multilingual
History of changes
Notes
A way to regroup various object types (ex.: 1 forum, 4 wiki pages, 1 blog). It is possible to assign a theme and/or permissions to categories.

Admin icon

Comments

The original document is available at https://doc.tiki.org/item14